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Finally, a resource that guides you through the toughest--and most important--conversations you'll

ever have with your son. Itâ€™s never been easy for a father or mother to talk to a son about sex.

For Christian parents, itâ€™s always been a challenge to know exactly how to teach Godâ€™s

standards of purity and integrity.But today, the stakes are higher than theyâ€™ve ever been. So

itâ€™s vital that fathers and mothers prepare their sons to withstand the sexual onslaught of their

culture through movies, television, music, and the Internet. But what should you say? AndÂ how

should you say it?The authors behind the best-selling Every Man series have put together all the

resources and guidance you need to experience frank, thorough, and natural conversations with

your son about sexual integrity. They offer an effective new communication process that ensures a

deep, abiding relationshipÂ as your sonÂ moves into his teen years and beyond.Equip himÂ with

the biblical information and spiritual insights he needs to stand strong, overcome temptation, and

experience the blessings of godly obedienceâ€¦for the rest of his life.Ideal for all parents of boys,

including single moms.
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This is a great book for many reasons. First off, it makes the point very clearly that a father's

relationship with his sons is vitally important during the "second half of the game," the years starting

with pre-adolescence. Not only are too many of us are caught up in difficult work schedules, but it



gets more difficult. No longer is he that little boy who worships the ground you walk on. It's too easy

to make an effort and, when you are rebuffed, just quit and hope for the best. All too easy to just

figure, "well I turned out ok ... besides, maybe this is the way kids relate to their parents

nowadays."Well, Dad, that would be the worst decision you can make. This is the time of his life

when he needs you more than ever. Many problems that will plague your dear son for a lifetime

(including confused sexual identity, lust, pornography addiction, etc.) grow up during this period.

After all, he's a good kid, but he doesn't know the ropes. Who knows how many traps are waiting for

him out there - the world, the flesh, and the devil are all working against him.The second reason the

book is excellent is that it gives you a relatively painless way to go about doing what you know you

should do. Many times I have struggled with starting conversations on these topics with my son, but

was not quite sure where to go. I see three extremely valuable suggestions here. First off, relate

stories to him. Your son probably knows little about your background. Knowing that you've faced

struggles helps him to relate to you better and will probably help him to be more open sharing his

own concerns and problems. This includes the dirty laundry too - such as the first time you viewed

pornography.
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